Inland Marine Policy
Sample Covered Property

The **Electronic Equipment Section** of this policy is for computers, peripheral computer equipment, and other electronic data processing equipment and media. Examples of eligible electronic equipment include (but not limited to):

- Computers (including laptops)
- Printers
- Servers
- Cash registers/Point of Sale machines
- Interactive whiteboards
- Backup memory and power sources
- Fixed Telephone Equipment

The **Scheduled Property Section** of this policy is for all other property and equipment, especially property or equipment that is mobile or is moved from location to location. Examples of eligible scheduled property include (but not limited to):

- Televisions
- FAX Machines
- Projectors
- Copiers
- Digital cameras
- VCR/DVD/Blu-Ray players
- SLR and Video Cameras
- Sound Equipment
- Video monitors
- Mixing Boards
- Scientific Equipment
- Tractors
- Golf Carts
- Utility Vehicles (Gators/Mules)
- All-Terrain Vehicles (4-wheelers)
- Musical Instruments
- And the wide assortment of miscellaneous property